What Does this Service Cost?
This specialized training is provided at no
cost to ACCG and GMA workers
compensation and property/liability fund
members.
Priority is
given to
those
departments
that have
had severe
losses or
LGRMS Trailer Housing for the
have
DORON 550 LE Driving Simulator
accident
frequency problems. Other requests will be
listed and taken in order. Large departments
will be able to have the simulator training
for only two weeks at time.

DORON Precision 550 LE Driving Simulator inside one
of our LGRMS Trailers

Public
Safety
Driver
Training

Who Does the Training?
LGRMS has a full-time staff of three Public
Safety Risk Consultants with an extensive
law enforcement and training background.
The state is split into three defined
territories, North, Southeast, and Southwest.
This training is available for Law
Enforcement, Fire, and EMS Departments.

3500 Parkway Lane
Suite 110
Norcross, Georgia 30092
Phone: 678-686-6279 - 800-650-3120
Fax: 770-246-3149
Website: www.lgrms.com

STATE OFTHE
ART
— MOBILE —

Publi c S afe ty Driver Trai nin g

A Public Safety Driver Training
Program
LGRMS offers Public Safety Driver training that is
both mobile and state of the art. A combination
of classroom instruction and behind the wheel use
of a DORON Precision 550 LE driving simulator
will give your department up-to-date and realistic
training. LGRMS has three simulators installed in
trailers positioned around the state, so the
program can be brought direct to you.

WHY Have a Special Driver Training
Program?
Public Safety employees drive the highest
percentage of miles, usually more than all other
departments combined, and operate under a
variety of adverse conditions. Night and day
around the clock patrol or response, all types of
weather, rain, fog, wind, snow, and responding
to emergencies in all types of traffic conditions.
Driving skills need to be learned that will help
drivers be more aware and ready to respond to
all of these conditions.

Why Use a Driving Simulator?
Driving simulation is an extension of training
that has been used by the military, NASA, and
major airlines for years. A driving simulator
gives the driver a chance to train for a variety
of different circumstances in a dynamic training
environment. The difference between
simulation and real world driving is that a
mistake can become a learning opportunity to
improve driving skills without injuring the
driver, the general public, or causing damage
to the vehicle.

The classroom training covers the following
key information:

 An overview of Georgia requirements
for emergency response

 Proper driving techniques
 To use during emergency
response

 At intersections
 Importance of vehicle maintenance and
equipment

 Examples and discussion on actual
The DORON Precision 550 LE simulator
consists of a driving compartment surrounded
by three, high resolution screens giving the
driver a 190-degree field of vision. Functional
dashboard gauges, a true steer steering wheel,
usable radio and siren, road feel through the
driver seat, and workable rear view mirrors all
give the driver the needed realism.
The Public Safety Risk Consultant controls the
weather that transfers the difference between
rain, snow, or dry pavement to the vehicle
handling characteristics. Fog, sun glare, and
the time of day (daylight or darkness) are also
adjustable.

DORON 550 LE Driving Simulator inside one of our
LGRMS Trailers

What is Included in the Training
Program?

accidents that have occurred in Georgia

Two drivers at a time sign up for a training
time slot and are rotated between the driver
and observer seats. Each driver will spend
approximately one hour on the simulator and
one hour observing.
Over 80 scenarios are available for use by the
Public Safety Risk Consultant. Each scenario is
several minutes long and represents a
different set of driving conditions and
situations. The students are given beginning
scenarios to get them use to the simulator,
progress to defensive driving techniques, and
then to emergency response situations. Each
scenario can be replayed and shown from an
overhead view to help the driver understand
what they did correctly or where they made
a mistake.

